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Abstract
The life of Herbert Feuerhake as a designer and hand-letterer was researched
and recorded. A summary of hand-lettering in the twentieth-century was
provided to help connect the style and methodology of Feuerhake to his time.
A brief biography was assembled, and an illustrated catalog of designs was
compiled in two parts. The first part being a collection of Feuerhake alphabet
designs. The second part is a catalog of graphic designs, ads, and logos. In
addition to research inspired by the Feuerhake Archive, the archive itself was
organized, labeled, and placed in protective folders as part of this thesis.
Research on the life of Feuerhake was based on personal interviews with
contemporaries of Feuerhake, while research for twentieth-century
hand-
lettering was primarily composed from periodicals and books, but also
included information from personal references. The catalogs were the result
of thorough organization of the archive through labeling and surveying of
the exact contents. This organization included documentation of media, size,
number, content, and style of each piece. As a result of this work, a humble
yet outspoken hand-letterer was found. He was a typical letterer of that time
who worked using similar methods of his contemporaries, but had his own
unique style combined with exemplary hand skill. He was a fun-loving




The Feuerhake Archive, housed in the Cary Library, is an inspiring collection
of a hand-letterer's work. The many pieces show variety of style, subject
matter, and media. The archive displays fine work, but does not describe the
artist who created it. The archive also cannot explain the rational, process, or
environment in which it was created. This thesis tells the story of who
Herbert Feuerhake was and places him in his historical design period. This
research will bring increased meaning to the archive and allow new
information on this topic to be shared with many people.
One of the most important steps in completing this project was the
research. The heart of the research came from personal and telephone
interviews with contemporaries of Feuerhake. These invaluable sources of
information were inspiring and gave great accounts of Feuerhake's life as
well as the times in which he worked. The archive with a defined
background, will historically record what it was like to create letterforms by
hand in the twentieth-century New York hand-lettering scene. The archive
is a living example of this time period.
Chapter 2
Twentieth-Century Hand-lettering
To explain the design career of Herbert Feuerhake, one must first lay a
foundation for the period in which he worked. This survey of
twentieth-
century hand-lettering practices will help place Herbert Feuerhake in his
milieu. The historical events of this century, including world wars, social and
political revolutions, massive emigration, and population booms have had
profound effects on the way we communicate. In addition, industrial and
technological revolutions have directly changed the way the printed word is
created.
The strides in technology have also changed the processes by which letters
are created. The advancements in mechanical engineering during the
nineteenth-century provided the means to mass produce almost anything,
even type. In the early twentieth-century, type designers had to conform to
the limitations of the metal media, as did the designers of photo-type
letterforms in the 1950s and 1960s. Today, digital letterform design conforms
to its technological limitations. The specific processes of printing have also
dictated how designs are conceived and produced.
Before continuing, there are several terms that require clarification
including: hand-lettering, calligraphy, type design, and penmanship. Each of
these terms may be related, but there are distinct differences.
In the context of this study, hand-lettering may be defined as the drawing of
letterforms to create a font or words. Sometimes hand-lettering is a
precursory stage in the design development of a font. It is at this point where
revisions, critiquing, and modifications can be made. Once the drawings are
formed to specifications, the hand-lettering process is over, and the font can
be converted to a mass producible form.
A second use of hand-lettering is to create words for the purpose of
advertising. When a unique letter form is needed or a custom look is desired,
a hand-lettering artist is often called in. Hand-lettered words are often
retouched until the right effect is achieved.
Calligraphy, by comparison, is a more spontaneous process, in that the
letterforms spring from the nib of the pen. The calligraphy of today is a
surviving descendant of manuscript writing. In most cases, once a form has
been put down on paper, it is not retouched. Its imperfections are what make
it so beautiful. Calligraphic forms are not usually converted to fonts, because
their cursive forms make them difficult to set. Typesetting defeats the purpose
of using calligraphy, which owes its uniqueness to the fact that no two
versions of a particular character are ever exactly the same.
Type design relates to the creation of fonts for composition. Letterforms are
drawn, whether it be done with pen and ink, marker, brush, or even with a
computer, and adapted to whatever composition technology will be used to
set them.
Penmanship has to do with style and clarity of letterforms. Penmanship
usually relates to handwriting, but could be used to refer to the quality of
calligraphy. Good penmanship directly relates to the beauty of individual
forms and the legibility of characters composed into words.
Herbert Feuerhake mastered a number of different letterform mediums
including calligraphy, lettering, and type design. His type design process was
similar to that of other designers of the twentieth-century. An explanation of
the design process will help clarify the methods Herbert Feuerhake was most
likely to use.
Process of Creation
The process of designing an alphabet may vary from designer to designer, but
most of them have similar mechanical creation techniques. Each designer has
a unique style of his own, which is carried out with a specific set of tools. The
tools of the trade have changed with time, but they continue to be an
extension of the human mind and hand.
One man who is considered a respected authority on the topic of letters is
Ed Rondthaler. He was instrumental in the development of photo-
typesetting technology and has dealt with the reproduction of letters for most
of his life. He also had much exposure to some of the greatest hand-lettering
artists of his time through his co-ownership of a type-setting company called
Photo-Lettering.
Ed Rondthaler explained the predicament of a letterer in comparison to an
artist who paints. Alphabets restrict the imagination to a discrete number of
letterforms which are either black or white, whereas the painter can paint any
form in an infinite variety of colors. Another restriction imposed on the
letterer is the demand for legibility. Rondthaler describes the task as "a tough
order to follow."1
An alphabet or collection of characters begins with a stylistic concept suited
to a particular end use. If it is to be created for display use, what feeling and
look should it convey? If it is designed for text use, how legible is it? Russel
Laker, a respected design critic of the 1940s explains further,
Legibility is the first and main consideration of all lettering.
Writing being a means of expressing ideas, must do so instantly,
and demand a minimum of effort on the part of the reader. . . .
The true shape of every letter in its skeleton form is the premier
requisite, and by the true shape is meant the correct form in
contemporary use. If the letter is wrongly drawn or malformed,
the eye is worried, and being worried, conveys to the mind a
sense of
irritation.2
Once the concept is realized, and its end use is determined, it can be put into
effect in the form of sketched characters.
Sketching may be done with pencil, chalk and slate, pen and ink, or marker.
In most cases, sketching has been done on light paper or tissue paper, hence
the name "tissues". The sketching process is done to get many ideas down on
paper and to provide a way to visualize the creation process. The unwanted
portions can later be discarded, while the desired parts can be kept for further
refining.
As the process continues, the characters and the methods used to draw
them become more precise. The letterforms at this point have been made
quite large in comparison to the end product. This size can vary from
designer to designer. Feuerhake's working letterform height ranged
from V/2
to 3 inches, which was common for his time. Other type designers in the
twentieth-century worked on a much larger scale. At large sizes the eye can
view the form alone and detect imperfections which can later be eliminated.
Ed Rondthaler explained the process as "constant editing, fixing, critiquing",
and he pointed out how work was "raked over the coals."3
No matter what the size of the letter, the creation process continues with
either the cutting of templates, making line-art mechanicals, cutting ruby-lith
masks, or producing everything in a digital medium. As technology has
progressed through this century, the methods of the hand-letterer have
changed to accommodate and take advantage of new technologies.
When metal type was being designed, the drawn letters were cut out of steel
to form a set of punches. In the cutting process, the result was somewhat
different from the original drawing thus, punch-cutting was part of the
design procedure. This procedure was a physical and time-consuming
process. The punch-cutting process characterized traditional type design,
whereas later type design depended on an entirely different process. Punch
cutters were three-dimensional metal sculptors who produced two-
dimensional designs. The creation of type progressed to become a less physical
ordeal, but was not any less complex or demanding.
The mid-twentieth-century advent of photo-typesetting changed the
responsibilities of the hand-letterer dramatically. No longer did the designer
have to cut or have someone else cut the letters. Instead, the drawings had to
be made photo-ready, which means in the form of line art. The art could be
either black or white drawing done with pen on board, or ruby-lith, which is a
plastic masking material cut away from a mylar base. Each technique has
advantages and disadvantages.
The designer needed skills for both creating letterforms with
pen and ink
and for cutting them in steel. However, the pen work could always be
retouched, whereas the cutter had only one chance to cut it correctly or was
forced to start over. Drawing letters in pen on board had to be done neatly and
accurately, making sure the rest of the board was kept free from unwanted
marks. Using high contrast photographic materials, the board was imaged as
either black or white.
Ruby-lith consists of a thin red plastic film on a mylar base. The film is cut
in the form of a letter, and the non image area is peeled away. The red film
photographs as black. The advantage of this media is the crispness of line it
allows, as the forms are cut by razor. Ruby-lith has an additional advantage
because in some cases the ruby-lith can be refastened. The cutting of ruby-lith
is also much quicker than cutting steel letterforms.
The hand-letterers of the photographic lettering era used camera
technology to their advantage. The letters were first drawn large and then
were photographically reduced. The reduction in size helped to hide any flaws
made in the original. This practice also made the crossover to the computer
age. An electronic magnifying glass is used to view an enlarged image so that
subtle changes can be made.
The digital age has also brought new options to the hand-letterer. Type
design on the computer can be accomplished by scanning a drawn font and
editing the scanned image
on screen. Another way to create a font is to begin
from scratch on the computer. There are many font creation programs
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available in today's computer software market. Once the forms are in the
computer and assigned a coded identity, they can be edited and retouched just
as drawings can, only faster.
The creation of alphabets has challenged designers for centuries. The
twentieth-century is remarkable for the speed at which technical changes
have taken place in the production of letterforms. Within the last 50 years,
the overall techniques have changed twice.
Hand-Lettering Styles
Now that the process of creating letters has been explained, a discussion of the
various styles and trends in hand-lettering is in order. In many cases there
have been revivals of old styles that were once popular. The various trends in
hand-lettering have often tended to follow the many art and design
movements through history. New type design has been influenced by many
different countries and movements. The best way to understand stylistic
changes in hand-lettering is to explore them chronologically.
The emergence of Frederic A. Goudy as a type designer and punch-cutter
was one of the great typographic events of the century. Phillip B. Meggs, a
graphic design historian, points out, "Goudy types capture a feeling of
Venetian or French Renaissance."4 Fred Goudy created forms that have
influenced many, and his contributions to the design of type are great. Vrest
Orton, Graphic Arts historian and Goudy biographer, wrote: "But Fred Goudy
is an artist and a craftsman. His impact on the last half century of American
printing has been that of an
artist and
craftsman."5
According to Orton, much of Goudy's inspiration came from the work of
William Morris, leader of the Arts and Crafts Movement. Frederic Goudy
developed his type designs placing value on simplicity, aesthetics, and
functionality.6His designs were original, communicative and became quite
popular. As with many type designers Goudy often revived forms from the
past. Goudy's creation of Garamount is an example of one such revival, in
this case a revival of Garamond. Many of Fred Goudy's designs are still in use
today.
A contemporary of Goudy, Morris Fuller Benton, also created many faces
that are still used today. Benton is known for his design of a face called
Century which was referred to as a "legibility face", because legibility was the
main objective of its design.
The 1920s brought new influence to the style of letterforms. The Art Deco
design movement fostered new areas of creativity. A.M. Casandre created
some interesting forms that show creative thinking in a decorative style. Two
such forms were Bifur and Peignot.7
Much of the type development of the 1920s can be attributed to the
movement and intermixing of many cultures as a result of the first World
War. Alexander Nesbit, the author of: The History and Technique of Lettering
explains,
In the mid-1920s advertising, publishing, and printing in the
United States were subjected to what was then called 'modern
influence.'
The appearance of most advertising, books, and
printed matter was changed within a short time. This radical
change was the result of European largely German influence
that invaded the American scene following the 1914-1918 war. . .




This European influence brought with it wide use of sans serif faces, letters
that have elaborate decoration, and letterforms with exaggerated contrast such
as Poster Bodoni.
Meggs points out the European influence of the Constructivism and De
Stijl art movements in the 1910s on letterform styles. Cubism also had an
influence on type style, resulting in square and angular type. The Bauhaus
movement of this time emphasized the importance of the dynamic use of
sans serif faces. Another European influence came from Herbert Bayer who
emerged as a radical type designer in the 1920s. His intention was to create a
'universal
alphabet'
which could be used for any typographical
need.9
The 1930s brought more style changes. Nesbit notes the emergence of many
script styles and a style called roundhand which is drawn with a wide ball
point nib. In many cases, scripts were being substituted for italic letterforms.
Scripts can be defined as letterforms that have been freely written by hand in a
cursive manner. They are made with a pen with an ink reservoir. Brush
scripts are painted with a brush and often are composed of bold letterforms.10
Although the Feuerhake archive does not contain much brush script work, it
has been established from many sources that Herbert Feuerhake did create
brush script letters early in his career. "From the end of the 1930s to the late
1940s there was a tendency to use freely written brush scripts a greater
degree of informality and impact in the
headline."11
Nesbit explains that penmanship and the variety of brush script forms were
purely experimental. In fact, the whole concept of script and brush script was
only popular in America. The style
of brush script in the twentieth-century is
one of the few completely new concepts to be implemented into letter
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design.12Nesbit explains, "Good brush-lettering can only be done by those
who have a wide knowledge of letters and great technical
ability."13
Half way through the century a new trend in hand-lettering began as the
demand for a new look increased. In the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s decorative
faces emerged in great numbers in every conceivable shape. This
overflow
can be attributed to a change in technology. As photo-typesetting came into
use, so did the means to have huge type libraries. Paul Standard, a great
designer of the twentieth-century, gives an account of the lettering situation
in the 1950s, "If all the advertising agencies of any metropolis wanted quick
access to several thousand alphabets of letterforms for instant use, a big factor
would be the storage space required for so vast an armory of type faces. . . . The
Photo-Lettering office has in its files some 2,000 separate alphabets, to which
new forms are being added at the rate of an alphabet a
day."14
One hand-letterer who was quite successful in this decorative period was
Seymor Chwast. He created many alphabets containing organically shaped
characters, which had limited but specialized use. At this point in
hand-
lettering history, the abundance of decorative fonts provided commercial
artists with numerous choices. This part of the century also marked a rebirth
of calligraphy, which occurred mainly in the 1970s. Jennifer Place, design
historian, describes the rebirth of calligraphy as a creative means of expression
which has been hurt by mechanical invention, but keeps coming back. Place
continues: "The influence of modern painting in the 1950s, especially the use
of color and the concept of abstraction, led to the creative use of letters that
could not have occurred before. Such people as Paul Standard, Jim Hayes,
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Arnold Bank, Ray DaBoll, and George Salter became modern masters of the
new
world."15
In the shadows of all this flash and decoration there were new creations of
typography which have proven to be influential. Two designers rose to the
call for legibility at a time when decoration was extremely popular. Meggs
points out the achievements of Hermann Zapf and Max Miedinger. Zapf
created Palatino, Optima, and Melior in the 1950s. These faces were extremely
legible and very original, and also show hand-lettering in preparation for the
computer
age.16 Miedinger created a type face called Helvetica in 1961, which
has become one of the most popular faces ever created. It is used in many
typographical situations and has been copied under several different titles. It
is simple, modern, and legible and remains one of the most significant
creations of the century.
After this great period of diversity in type had made its mark, a new concept
entered the type world. It appeared as though the public eye became
overwhelmed and desensitized to the wide variety of letterforms available, so
in the 1980s designers began to create new forms with old techniques to
appeal to audiences. This new school of creativity targeted at a personal level.
Hand-lettering had a graphic appeal which made words seem specialized.
"Whether the stroke is delicately feminine, carefree and easy, childlike or
cartoony, it comes from the soul, -not a machine. Lettering conveys the kind
of personality that's infinitely more intimate than
typography."17Heidi
Levine, a contemporary design critic explains the effect as a personal touch,
like a scrapbook or love letter. It gives words energy to leap off the page and
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"conveys a human, first-person point of view, in a way that no conventional
typeface can."18
The technological advances of the 1990s bring greater flexibility to the
hand-letterer in the form of new computer tools which allow corrections to
be made easily. Computer-aided design allows anyone with computer ability
to create letterforms. The implications of this technology remain to be seen.
Each technological advancement results from the increased memory and
speed of today's computers combined with the creativity of the computer
programmer. The hand-letterers of today are caught in the technological
advances for flexibility and speed of their tools. Adding to the dilemma, are
the future technological hand-lettering process changes which are sure to be
significant. The exact outcome is obviously not known, but the trend
throughout the century has been one of greater ability and productivity of the
hand-letterer. One thing is for certain, the new tools are only as useful as the
person using them. The possibilities created by the computer are endless, but
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Chapter 3
The Life and Career of Herbert Feuerhake
When the name of Herbert Feuerhake is mentioned to designers and type
design historians, there is often no recognition. Many times, the response is a
blank stare followed by a "Foyer-who?". The lack of knowledge concerning
the work of this neglected designer and hand-letterer is not surprising
considering the number of creative people who have designed in this
century. Edward Rondthaler, the founder of Photo-Lettering, a well-known
photo composition firm, noted that at Herbert Feuerhake's time there were
over 2,000 hand-letterers working in New York. Herbert Feuerhake's work
may not be among the best of the century, but the quality and quantity of his
lettering is, nevertheless, impressive.
Herbert Feuerhake was a tall slender man who always had a joke to tell. He
lived a busy social life and worked hard to earn a living. He made his home
in or near Montvale, New Jersey, on the outskirts of town. Feuerhake's home
was modest, but surrounded by a generous amount of land. Near the house
was a
garden.1 It was from this New Jersey residence he commuted, most
likely by bus, to his studio on 6th East 39th St. in New York City. Toward the
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end of his career, he frequently traveled to Greensboro, North Carolina to
work for Ciba-Geigy, one of his most important clients.
The studio was housed in a small building on the third or fourth floor. Mr.
Rondthaler described the studio as two rooms, one of which was probably
shared by a mechanical artist, a fairly common arrangement for
hand-
letterers at that time.2 Most of the archive was created in this studio during
the latter part of Feuerhake's life and includes a number of alphabets created
specifically for Ronthaler's company Photo-Lettering; they represent some of
the last alphabets to arrive at the firm.3
Herbert Feuerhake's work habits and general outlook on life were typical of
the freelance hand-letterer. Invariably, an art director or advertiser dictates
the work schedule of a freelancer. It was common practice for art directors to
call in letterers in the afternoon. Letterers would collect different jobs around
3 pm and proceed to work on the various projects through the night so an
early morning delivery was possible. The letterers then proceeded to sleep the
rest of the morning.4
In one interview Ed Rondthaler, who is a great orator, told a story of
Feuerhake's lunch time meetings. Herbert Feuerhake, Tony Stan, and Milton
Crown, a respected group of lettering cronies, met at a cafe for lunch every
Tuesday to talk about their profession. What made each lunch special was the
waiter who took their order. He was the main attraction of this particular
eatery and had the special ability to memorize the order instead of writing it
down. So, the letterers deliberately tried to confuse the waiter by making very
strange orders with lengthy substitutions to the menu. The waiter always rose
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to the weekly challenge, remembering exactly what was to be delivered to
each person.5
Rondthaler also explained that hand-letterers were not always regarded as
true artists and had somehow failed to "make it". He agreed with this belief to
an extent, but affectionately supported them as "wonderfully
humble"
and
challenged by the lettering design problems they faced. Feuerhake in
particular, was a designer who was "always striving for something
unique".6
Edward Benguiat, a respected contemporary type designer, argued that
Feuerhake was "a great artist", but he had a slightly different point of view
concerning Feuerhake's character and friends. Mr. Benguiat explained that
the group did not actually go to a cafe, but rather, to a bar. If not an
acknowledged alcoholic, Feuerhake was, nevertheless, a heavy drinker. In his
favor, according to Benguait, Feuerhake never drove and was always a calm
man while under the influence of alcohol. It is not unlikely that Feuerhake's
erratic and sometimes excessive lifestyle contributed to a fatal heart attack in
1982.7
Although Ed Benguait and Ed Rondthaler sometimes differed on Herbert
Feuerhake's characteristics and contributions to the industry, they both agreed
that he, like many of his colleagues, have never been appropriately
acknowledged or recognized. Feuerhake's accomplishments spanned a
number of different fields including graphic design, package design,
calligraphy, hand-letterering, and type design.
In 1992 an archive of Feuerhake's surviving designs was donated to the
Rochester Institute of Technology by Edward Rondthaler, who obtained the
collection from Mrs. Feuerhake after the designer's death. The collection
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includes some of the last work Mr. Feuerhake completed. It is composed of
alphabets designed exclusively for Photo-Lettering, as well as a wide variety
of graphic design pieces.
Feuerhake's work can be divided into four categories. The first consists of
brush script work he did on behalf of the advertising division of Mercury
automobile company. A second category is the freelance work completed for
Ciba-Geigy's agricultural division. A wide variety of graphic design pieces for
various clients make a large third category, and finally an impressive
collection of alphabet designs for Photo-Lettering can be placed in a fourth
category.
Herbert Feuerhake is remembered most by his surviving peers for his
Mercury advertising campaign. The powerful "Mercury Brush
Script"
was
featured in almost every Mercury ad that appeared in magazines from 1949 to
1950. (fig. 1) It is a clear example of how brush scripts can be used to give a
personal touch, just as handwritten text was later successfully employed in
ads of the '80s.
Edward Benguait referred to Feuerhake's
"Mercury"
work as being among
his best.8When Ed Rondthaler was asked what Feuerhake's best work was he
quickly named the "Mercury Brush Script". He went on to describe it as
"lively"
and "simply
marvelous".9 The Mercury ads are filled with
excitement, and all the people are drawn grinning from ear to ear. The car is
portrayed as a solution to every automotive need with copy in which every
sentence ends with an exclamation point. Although Herbert Feuerhake
probably did not design the entire advertisement, the energy of his
hand-
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lettering generates most of the power throughout. The dated and now
"corny"
slogans complete the excitement.
The "Mercury Brush
Script"
is significant for its aesthetic beauty and
usefulness, but because of its popularity it was also a topic of controversy in
Herbert Feuerhake's life. He felt that people were stealing the design and in
1950 he spoke out on behalf of all lettering artists on the topic of design piracy.
Rondthaler remembers the event well, because it was the first time he met
Feuerhake. Rondthaler was at an Art Director's Club meeting (an
organization that he helped form) that convened at the Engineering Club,
located at 38 Street and Park Avenue in New York. The topic of the meeting
was plagiarism. Ed Rondthaler addressed the concerns of the art directors,
while Feuerhake, in his speech, complained about how his brush script had
been copied. He went on to suggest that letterforms be patented in some
way.10
Herbert Feuerhake stood up for himself and his trade, but made no
progress. Feuerhake's dream of having his creative work protected by the law
was never realized, and the issue of copyright protection for designs
continues to concern type designers to this day.
Feuerhake's design projects for Ciba-Geigy's Agricultural division in
Greensboro, North Carolina contrast starkly with his usual style. Al Irig, a
Ciba designer, explained that Feuerhake revised the company's packaging
design. Freelance work of this nature was not as challenging or as glamorous




It is difficult to find Feuerhake's
"signature"
on any one piece of packaging.
Instead, a close examination of Ciba's packaging created when Herbert
Feuerhake worked there can only suggest that he may have worked on the
design. The responsibilities of Feuerhake as a designer varied from
retouching an existing design to creating entirely new designs. All work done
for Ciba was kept by the company, so there are no examples in the Cary
archive. According to Ed Rondthaler, Herb Feuerhake worked for Ciba-Geigy
during the last few years of his life.12
The third category is the graphic design work, which contains a plethora of
design that show the flexibility of this commercial artist. The subject matter in
this category ranges from record jackets to logos and from advertisements to
magazine banners. It includes illustrations, cartouches, calligraphic scripts,
and special lettering projects. The subject matter is almost as varied as the
clientele. Feuerhake designed for Texaco, The Doobie Brothers, American
Beauty Magazine, and S & H Stamps to name a few. Regardless of the amount
of recognition his work has received, all of his work shows creativity, skill,
and attention to detail.
Feuerhake frequently used the shape of type to convey a message or feeling.
Several examples of this attribute can be noted in the travel logos, (fig. 2) This
part of the collection consists of separate logotypes for the names of cities,
each reflecting the ambiance of its location. The logotypes visually relate to
the specific cultures native to particular cities.
The caliber of Herbert Feuerhake's hand skill is apparent as soon as any of
his original work is viewed. In particular, his script work is quite elegant. One
of Feuerhake's self-promotional pieces is a clear indication of his beautiful
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penmanship, (fig. 3) It contains cartouches that are truly remarkable. The
curves seem so organic and non-mechanical. The varying weight adds to the
beauty of line, and the hand-lettered text flows with the surrounding
ornamentation. One may surmise that this type of work was of Feuerhake's
preference, because he was so proficient at it.
Feuerhake's Ad Club project file shows his perseverance for an appropriate
design solution, (fig. 4) The thought process is evident in the sketching stage.
The tissue sketches show many proposed ideas for an Ad Club logo. Each
separate idea has several variations which reveal the designer's effort. It is
common for designers to have several sketches for one project, but the
volume of creative expression in this case is quite impressive. The transfer of
ideas to paper has tended to be an important step in creative development,
but that particular skill may be dwindling today as a result of computer
technology.
After a sequence of ideas is laid down on paper, the collection of sketches
can be pinned up and viewed collectively. This process of critiquing allows
design flaws to stand out while design successes become noticeable as well.
The computer interferes with this process by allowing changes to be made on
screen: the comparison of ideas is inevitably discouraged.
The alphabets created by Herbert Feuerhake form the final design category.
These were his specialty as a commercial artist. Here his hand skills,
creativity, and desire for something different in a letter form are displayed in
wide variety. The forty-seven alphabets in the archive are for the most part,
display characters. Many are decorative and show much experimentation,
while others use simpler sans-serif forms. Compare, for example, "Untitled
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5"
and "Rosalinda", (fig. 5) Some of the alphabets have many potential uses,
whereas others have limited applications. In some instances, an alphabet was
accompanied by a bold or an italic version, but this was not the norm.
No matter what kind of project Herbert Feuerhake took on, his methods for
creating the artwork were similar. Typically, he began with a series of
sketches. Most of the sketches were done on tissue paper, but there was the
occasional sheet of legal paper or random art supply scrap. Once a thought
process was visualized in the form of sketches, and a particular design
direction was decided, effort was focused on the mechanical stage. Designs
were drawn on light paper or perhaps a piece of bristol board. A pencil outline
was drawn first, then gone over with a black pen, and eventually colored in
with black ink or marker. In a few cases, curves, ovals, circles, and straight
lines were drawn with rulers and templates. This technique, uncommon for
Feuerhake, is evident in the
"Diana"
alphabet, (fig. 6) Even special script work
was done in pencil first, which is hard to believe considering the apparent
spontaneity of form. Some scripts or other forms may have been traced on a
light table, so that the entire character could be formed in one continuous
motion. In any event, once the black pen was drawn, the pencil lines were
erased and the outlines were filled in with black. Guidelines were sometimes
drawn with a non-reproducing blue pencil. Feuerhake used guidelines on his
camera-ready artwork to
control baseline; cap-height, x-height, and the stress
of italics. His letterforms usually measure some two inches in height which is
a bit shorter than what other letterers were accustomed
to.13
Once the drawing was complete, it might be used in several different ways.
It could go to a process camera to be photostatted (thus beginning the graphic
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arts pre-press process), be critiqued by an art director and returned for
revisions, or be mounted and matted for presentation. Often, photostats were
used in presentations and subject to editing after a tough critique. Some pieces
were reduced photographically to see if thin lines would be lost or if small
openings would close. The process camera was also used to test how a design
would work as a negative form.
Feuerhake mounted or matted his presentation graphics using a variety of
techniques. Scraps of material were used in many cases. The reverse side of an
old composition was used by Feuerhake in one case, to mount a new
alphabet. This kind of thrifty treatment is seen frequently in the archive. Such
cost cutting made a poor presentation of such fine work. Boards were often
ragged or not square. Mats lacked substance and looked cheap in many cases,
because they were cut so poorly. Mounting techniques included rubber
cement, staples, and tape, each of which had disadvantages. Initially, rubber
cement worked well, but in a short time the bonds became brittle and the
work fell apart. Staples were used occasionally, but had the disadvantage of
being bulky and ugly; they also rusted making their great holding strength
pointless. Finally, tape worked well if it was hidden, but with time it lost its
fastening strength and often stained the artwork. Although Feuerhake's
presentation techniques were not the best, it is the work itself which compels
our greatest interest.
Herbert Feuerhake was a major figure in the small community of
hand-
lettering artists at work during the 1960s and 1970s. The quality of work in his
archive shows that advertisers and art directors must have valued him as a
skilled, creative and competent designer. Feuerhake should also be
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remembered as a spokesman for the legal protection of original lettering. His
Mercury Brush Script is one of the great contributions to American
automobile advertising, and until now is one of the few designs for which he
has received credit. The accompanying guide to his archive, however, will
help to bring many of his other equally fine designs before the graphic arts
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Each Feuerhake alphabet in the archive may have several separate pieces to it.
These pieces are in the form of photocopies, positive photostats, negative
photostats, or actual drawings, and are in many different sizes. In the catalog,
the name of the font is listed first and organized alphabetically by that name.
Each piece has the following information in the order given below:
description of style
upper and or lower case information (uc, lc)
figures, symbols, and punctuation information
height of the letters (inches)
materials
presentation (mounting, matting etc.)
dimensions of the piece (inches)
All dimensions are listed in inches. If a piece is composed of only capitals, the
cap height measurement is listed. If there are both upper and lower case
letters, the height is measured from the ascender to descender. If there are
only lower case letters
on a piece, the measurement is taken from ascender to
descender. Nearly one third of the alphabets are untitled and are located after




Transitional, serif, large brackets.









Transitional, serif, large brackets, italic.
a. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.5", positive photostat,
12.8"
x 20".




Transitional, similar to Baskerville.








c. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.5", positive photostat.
d. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, .9", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".




Transitional, similar to Baskerville, italic.













b. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.9", positive photostat, mounted,
7.5"
x 17.5".
c. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, .9", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".










a. uc, lc, figures, 2", pen on paper, mounted, matted,
15"
x 19.8".
b. uc, lc, figures, 2", positive photostat, mounted, matted,
15"
x 19.8".
c. figures, 2", positive photostat, mounted, matted,
6.5"
x 19.8".
d. uc, lc, figures, 2", positive photostat, mounted, matted,
15"
x 19.8".
e. uc, lc, figures, .8", negative photostat,
8"
x 10".
f. uc, lc, figures, .8", negative photostat,
8"
x 10".
g. uc, lc, figures, .8", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".
h. uc, lc, figures, .8", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".





a. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.4", positive photostat, mounted,
13.5"
x 21.5".
b. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.4", positive photostat,
9"
x 14.3".
c. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, .6", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".




Decorative, rounded slab serifs, similar to Cooper Black.
a. uc, marker on paper, 1.4", mounted, matted,
10.1"
x 16.6".




Highly decorative, angular strokes, geometric shapes.
a. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.4", pen on paper,
14"
x 22".
b. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, .9", negative photostat,
12"
x 20".





Sans serif, extra light, condensed.
a. uc, lc, a andg alternates, 2.1", pen on paper, mounted, matted,
13.8"
x 18.5".
b. uc, lc, a and g alternates, 1.3",











b. uc, 1.5", positive photostat, retouched, mounted, matted,
9.4"
x 19.5".
c. uc, .8", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".





a. uc, lc, 1.5", retouched, positive photostat, mounted,
11"
x 14".




Decorative, more weight at top of characters.




b. uc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.5", ink on paper, mounted,
12"
x 18.3".
c. lc, 1.5", mounted,
11.5"
x 15".
d. lc, 1.1", positive photostat,
5"
x 11.3".




Sans serif, calligraphic, decorative.
a. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.6", pen on paper,
22.5"
x 19".





Decorative, hairlines and circles for counters and bowls.
a. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.8", pen on paper, mounted, matted,
20"
x 24".




c. uc, 1.8", negative photostat on paper,
26"
x 9.8".
d. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, .8", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".
e. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, .8", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".









a. uc, 2.1", pen on paper,
15.8"
x 20".
b. lc, 2.1", positive photostat,
14.8"
x 20".
c. lc, 2.1", pen on paper, mounted, matted,
14.8"
x 19.5".
d. lc, 2.1", positive photostat, mounted, matted,
15.3"
x 20".
e. lc, 1.5", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".
f. uc, 2.2", positive photostat, mounted, matted,
14.8"
x 19.5".
g. figures, symbols, punctuation, 2.1", positive photostat, mounted, matted,
11.5"
x 16.8".
h. uc, 1.3", negative photostat, mounted, matted,
11.4"
x 13.8".





a. uc, lc, 1.3", positive photostat, mounted, matted,
13"
x 17".








d. uc, lc, .9", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".




Decorative, sans serif, rectangular.
a. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.2", pen on paper, mounted, matted,
13.5"
x 17.4".




c. uc, symbols, punctuation, 2.1", positive photostat,
15.3"
x 16.8".
d. lc, 1.3", positive photostat,
11"
x 14".




Decorative, serif, oval shaped counters and bowls.





b. lc, 2.1", positive photostat, mounted, matted,
12.3"
x 19.5".
c. lc, 2.1", pen on paper, mounted,
13"
x 19.5".
d. uc, 2.1", pen on paper, mounted,
13"
x 19.5".
e. lc, 2.1", pen on tissue,
18.8"
x 22".
f. figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.8", pen on paper,
9.9"
x 22".
g. lc, 2.1", positive photostat,
9"
x 14".
h. uc, .9", negative photostat,
7"
x 8.4".




Decorative, serif, oval shaped counters and bowls.
a. uc, figures, symbols, 1.7", positive photostat, retouched, mounted, matted,
15.5"
x 20.4".
b. lc, 2", positive photostat, retouched, mounted, matted,
11.5"
x 16.1".
c. lc, 1.1", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".
d lc, .9", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".
e. uc, figures, symbols, punctuation, .9", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".





a. uc, figures, 1", mounted, covered,
12.3"
x 18.8".





a. uc, lc, 2.3", positive photostat, mounted,
17"
x 17.1".








Decorative calligraphic form with several variations.
a. uc, lc, 1.1", positive photostat, mounted,
15.3"
x 20".
b. lc, 1.3", positive photostat, mounted,
9.4"
x 19.5".
c. uc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.1", pen on paper, mounted, 12.3"x
15.6"




e. uc, 1.1", positive photostat, retouched, mounted,
9.9"
x 17.3".
f. uc, 1.1", positive photostat, retouched, mounted,
8.1"
x 17.3".
g. lc, 1.3", positive photostat, retouched, mounted,
9.3"
x 14.1".
h. uc, v,w,x,y,z,s, 1.1", positive photostat,
2.1"
x 14.1".
i. uc, figures, symbols, punctuation, .4", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".




Decorative, Art Nouveau, three-dimensional.
a. uc, punctuation, 1.6", positive photostat, mounted,
15"
x 17.6".
b. uc, punctuation, 1.1", positive photostat, mounted, matted,
10.5"
x 13".
c. uc, .8", punctuation, photocopy,
8.5"
x 11".




Decorative, sans serif, with hairlines for counters and bowls.








c. uc, lc, .6", positive photostat, mounted, matted,
8.5"
x 14.8".
d. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, .9", negative photostat,
10.4"
x 17".
e. uc, lc, .9", negative photostat, mounted, matted,
14.9"
x 20.5".
f. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, .9", pen on paper,
16"
x 17".
g. uc, lc, .9", positive photostat,
11.5"
x 18.5".












Decorative, italic in opposite direction.




b. uc, lc, 1.6", positive photostat, mounted,
20.5"
x 14.3".
c. lc, 1.7", positive photostat, mounted,
11.9"
x 15.5".
d. lc, 1.7", positive photostat, retouched, mounted,
13.5"
x 15.8".
e. uc, 1.4", pen on paper, mounted,
13.5"
x 16.8".
f. figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.4", pen on paper, mounted, matted,
9.9"
x 14".
g. figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.4", positive photostat, retouched mounted,
8.5"
x 12.6".
h. uc, figures, symbols, punctuation, .7", positive photostat,
12.8"
x 9".




Decorative, rounded, slab serif.
a. uc, lc, 1.4", positive photostat, mounted, matted,
14.3"
x 15".
b. uc, lc, 1.4", negative photostat,
11"
x 12.3".
c. uc, lc, 1.4", positive photostat,
10.4"
x 14.1".





a. uc, lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, c,s,m,n,h,u,C,S,and E alternates, 1.7",
positive photostat, mounted, matted,
17.4"
x 18.8".









a. uc, 1.8", retouched, positive photostat, mounted, matted,
12.4"
x 22.3".
b. uc, 1.5", retouched, positive photostat, mounted, covered,
13.4"
x 23".
c. uc, 1.3", pen and marker on paper, mounted,
18"
x 21.5".




e. lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.1", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".
f. lc, 1.1", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".
g. uc, .9", positive photostat,
8"
x 10".





Decorative, serif face with concave stems.
a. figures, symbols, punctuation, 2.1", pen on tissue,
16"
x 19".













a. uc, lc, 1.3",positive photostat, mounted, matted,
14.8"
x 20.3".
b. uc, lc, 1.4",negative photostat, mounted, matted,
15.1"
x 20".
c. uc, .9", positive photostat, mounted,
10.1"
x 14.4".
d. uc, 1", positive photostat,
11"
x 14".
e. uc, lc, .9", positive photostat,
10"
x 12.6".
f. uc, .9", negative photostat,
6.4"
x 10.9".















a. lc, 1.4", pen on tissue,
13.8"
x 17".
b. uc, 1", pen on tissue,
13.8"
x 17".
c. uc, 1", pencil on tissue,
13.8"
x 17".
d. uc, lc, 1", pen on tissue,
13.8"
x 17".




Decorative, with pointy serifs.









Decorative, modern, concave stems.
a. lc, symbols, punctuation, 2.6", photocopy, mounted,
13"
x 20".
b. lc, symbols, punctuation, 1.5", positive photostat,
8.3"
x 13.1".
c. uc, punctuation, 2", photocopy, mounted,
15"
x 22".
d. lc, symbols, punctuation, 2.6", retouched, photocopy, mounted, matted,
14"
x 20.2".
e. lc, symbols, punctuation, 2", retouched, photocopy, mounted, matted,
17.5"
x 21.9".
f. partial alphabet, 2", photocopy,
6.3"
x 17".
g. lc, symbols, punctuation, 2.4", pen on bristol board,
9"
x 19.3".
h. uc, symbols, punctuation, 1.1", pen on paper, mounted,
11.3"
x 14.5".
i. uc, symbols, punctuation, 2", retouched, photocopy, mounted,
16"
x 20".
j. lc, t and % only, 2.5", retouched, photocopy, mounted,
12.9"
x 20".
k. lc, t and % only, 2.5", photocopy, mounted,
13.1"
x 23.1".




Decorative, sans serif, rectangular forms.















Sans serif, backward slant italic.
a. lc, 3.5", pen on paper, mounted, matted,
18.3"
x 21".









a. uc, 1.1", retouched, positive photostat, mounted,
10.8"
x 18.5".
b. lc, 1.4", retouched, positive photostat,
9"
x 14.6".
c. uc, 1.1", positive photostat,
9"
x 17.5".
d. uc, 1.1", positive photostat,
9"
x 17.5".





a. lc, 3 alternate g's, 2.3", positive photostat,
9"
x 15.4".
b. lc, 1.6", pen and marker on paper,
9.8"
x 18".




Decorative, with small serifs.





a. lc, figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.4", pen on tissue,
11.5"
x 16.8".
b. lc, 1.4", pen on tissue,
14"
x 16.8".
b. figures, symbols, punctuation, 1.4", pen on tissue,
14"
x 16.8".
c. lc, 1.4", pen on tissue,
14"
x 16.8".
d. lc, 1.5", pen on tissue,
12.5"
x 18.8".




Slab serif with concave stems.
a. lc, 2.6", pen on paper,
11"
x 16.6".
b. lc, 2.6", photocopy,
11"
x 17".






a. lc, 1.5", pen on paper,
9"
x 13.9".
b. lc, 1.5", positive photostat,
9"
x 12.3".
c. lc, 1.5", positive photostat,
9"
x 15".
d. lc, 1.5", positive photostat,
9"
x 13.8".




Sans serif, extra bold, block-like letters.
a. uc, 1.1", positive photostat, mounted,
9"
x 18.5".







The following catalog contains information concerning the Feuerhake
Archive of graphic design. The files have been arranged alphabetically by
client and title of piece. They have also been numbered for clarification. The
title or client has been listed first in each entry followed by a description of the
form or forms. Each piece in the file is described in terms of medium,
dimensions, and presentation format. This catalog corresponds to the way the
archive is organized. Most files contain duplicates of originals in photocopy
or photostat form. Files with more than one variation will have a letter
notation by each additional variation of the file. If a variation has duplicates
in the form of photostat or photocopy a numeral notation is provided. The
larger files have been broken down into separate parts.
1. Adam York



























c. four logo designs in pencil on paper, Seaview Country Club stationery,
6"x
4"













































































































































































4. American Beauty Magazine








5. Andra & Loren












6. "A New Concept in
Alphabets"
a. Title with organically shaped letters forming a decorative name plate, 9








7. Apex Dry Cleaners















Decorative logotype with a shadow. On same sheet as Reinhold &













see Reinhold & Gerhardt
10. "Brides and Lady
Bonwit"


























































































































19. Jamison & Associates



















































b. Tight presentation composition. Red paint of illustration and black ink




c. Tight presentation composition. Black ink, blue transparent film,
56























b. Finished composition. Photocopy, retouched with black marker, red




































31. 100 Pipers Scotch































34. Reinhold & Gerhardt
a. Calligraphic logotype with cartouche on same sheet as "Blue Stone












35. Reiss & Hardwike













36. R.R. Country Club












37. S/A Pines Ltd.


































38. S & H Stamps







































Manuscript, typed, all caps, defining Feuerhake's lettering process written by













a. press sheet leaf from Art Direction Magazine, July, 1979. vol. 31, No. 7,
p. 3, photo of Herbert Feuerhake, Examples of Athena, Eller, Afton, Afton
Italic, Fern, Flynn, and Forrest.
b. press sheet leaf from Art Direction Magazine, September, 1979. vol. 31,
No. 7, p. 3, photo of Herbert Feuerhake, Examples of Laycette, Spinel,
Topaz, Thor, Williams, and Emmet.
Part 5























a. One additional set labeled
"poor"













f. forty-two duplicate photostats of packet samples including dummy








































41. Spinning Wheel Inn













































4. layouts and mechanicals for each.
b. "Fire Sale
Flyers"







































Advertisement or packaging layout, decorative faces, illustration, 5 lines.























a. Decorative marker compositions of many different cities.
1.
"Amsterdam"








































sans serif with ornaments and boarders, black, yellow,




















lettered in Feuerhake Spark, and script with





















14. "New York, London and
Paris"








































































a. Book cover, wood type title, ornamental border. Positive photostats,

















55. "Wisdom and Beauty"

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of rare and assorted casiot3_s_, bodonies, oothics, aarainondf,scripts,
, . scraps, and scrawls !! All only slightly cLamag&l and slightly obsolete
SUCHAS SPEIVCEKLWS, SCROLLS, CAKTOIICHES
AIVDAWHOLE SHELF TOIL OE LOOSE STLEE
aJew slightly damaged exceptionals such as
HIS
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GOME EARLY AND AVOID THE RUSH FOR THESE UNUSUAL





examples of lettering and typography
applied to the create graphic arts
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